
CUSTOMER CASE STUDY

A World Leader in Technology Intelligence 
and Asset Management Achieved 3X ROI 
on their Marketing Campaigns

Our client is a global leader in technology intelligence providing 
solutions to empower organizations to optimize their IT budget and 
maximize impact, while elevating IT as a change agent to bring agility. 
It helps IT leaders transform and protect their organizations with 
innovative platforms and products.

It also helps some of the world's largest enterprises and the most 
trusted institutions optimize their software, applications, hardware 
and cloud investments. It was recently named a leader in Gartner’s 
2020 Magic Quadrant for software asset management tools.
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The Situation

They were not fully aware of their 
prospect’s existing technology stack 
and how their products can fit in.

Their marketing teams used tradi-
tional methods like social media, 
events, and contact forms to gather 
business intelligence.

Conversion ratios had gone down by 
over 60% because their MAPs were 
fed with inaccurate and incomplete 
customer records. 

Low customer retention

In the face of increased competition, the client's sales development team was finding it 

challenging to retain customers and also cross-sell their products. They also had limited visibility 

of their prospect’s existing technology stack, which was critical to position their products and also 

to approach a customer with precision and personalization.

Traditional methods of gathering data

Their marketing teams used traditional methods like social media, events, and contact forms to 

gather prospect data. They lacked a sales intelligence platform that can deliver company and 

contact data in to their sales and marketing teams in real-time.

Stale customer data

Conversion ratios had gone down by over 60% because their Marketing Automation Platform 

(MAP) was fed with inaccurate and incomplete customer records. They needed a way to equip 

their marketing teams with accurate data and useful business intelligence.



The Solution
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Discovered new opportunities with technographic intelligence
•  We helped them target and sell to prospects who have a strong intent to buy their product. Technographics 
   backed intelligence created new opportunities to cross-sell, up-sell, and convert new customers for their 
   products.
•  We provided actionable data on direct or indirect competitors, technology landscape of named accounts, and 
   more. We also shared insights on users of a specific technology or products like technology intelligence, asset 
   management platforms, and more.

Identified target prospects with 100% accurate contact data
•  We helped them with data to develop several buyer personas for their solutions like CEO, CIO, CTO, Head of IT, 
   and more. We understood their goals and challenges, and who they’re likely to engage with.
•  We provided them with SLA guaranteed and 100% accurate contact information with granular-level customer 
   segmentation which allowed them to search by levels, functions, titles, and locations.

Real-time Data Enrichment
•  We enriched their MAP records with over 55 fields of useful information in real-time.
•  With access to rich and updated information like company size, funding, and job titles, our client could qualify 
   leads on-the-go, and hand over the best leads to the sales team. This effectively improved their sales conversion 
   rates by over 39%.

We have been using their products for years and no other vendor can provide the kind of data quality SMARTe 
promises to offer. Technographic intelligence provided by SMARTe’s intuitive platforms helped us see a 

39% increase in sales conversion in one quarter!

-  Senior Data Analyst, Snow Software

Discovered new opportunities 

100% SLA guaranteed B2B data

Double opt-in data

Improved outreach strategy with 
technographic intelligence
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The Result

www.smarteinc.com

42K+
Contacts delivered 

39%
Increase in sales conversions

15K+
High Quality Contacts Though Technographics


